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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to study qualitative behavior of solutions to the
equation

du df(u) , .
m + ~oT- 9(o)'

where (x,t) £lx R+,u = u(x,t) € R. The main new feature with respect to previous
works is that the flux function / may have finitely many inflection points, intervals in
which it is afEne, and corner points. The function g is supposed to be zero at 0 and 1,
and positive in between.

We prove existence of heteroclinic travelling waves connecting the two constant states
for opportune choice of speeds. Finally, we analyze the large-time behavior of the Rie-
mann problem with values 0 and 1, showing convergence to one of the travelling waves.
The speed of the limiting profile is explicitly characterized.

1. Introduction. Recently many results have been proved on the qualitative behav-
ior of the scalar balance law

du df{u)
di+ dx = 9^> ( • )

where (x,t) e R x R+, u = u(x,t) G R ([l]-[3], [6], [7], [13]-[19], [21]-[24]). These
aim at explaining the new asymptotic patterns appearing when considering (1.1) as a
conservation law with an additional source term. Towards that end, the source term g
was allowed to be quite general whereas the flux term / was constrained to be regular
and strictly convex. At most / has been allowed to have one or two inflection points ([4],
[15], [23]). The convexity hypothesis is strong. Indeed it implies an ordering property
on propagation speeds of characteristic curves, due to the fact that /' is increasing.
In [16], extending a result proved in [23], it is explicitly shown that this hypothesis
is too restrictive to understand the behavior in the general case. In fact it is proved,
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under assumptions on / and g, that the solution of a Cauchy problem for (1.1) with
monotone initial datum is discontinuous until some finite time, and thereafter becomes
continuous; 011 the contrary, in [1] it has been proved that in the regular convex case, when
a discontinuity comes into view, it cannot disappear. This leads us to expect different
behavior in the qualitative analysis of (1.1) under weaker convexity assumptions.

The aim of the present paper is to allow more freedom in the choice of the function
/. In particular, under our hypotheses, the flux / may have the following properties:
finitely many inflection points, intervals in which it is an affine function, and corner
points. Therefore, the class of possible fluxes is widely enlarged with respect to previous
results. Precise assumptions on / will be given later (see Sec. 2).

The main tool in the convex case is the technique of generalized characteristics ([1]—[2]).
When / has one inflection point the technique can still be adapted, but it becomes quite
complicated ([15]). In the case of two (or more) changes of convexity, many properties
of generalized characteristic do not hold, and this tool does not give information on
qualitative behavior.

On the contrary, our approach applies to more general cases. It amounts to construct-
ing the expected large-time profile of the solution (looking for entropy travelling waves of
the problem) and then, by repeated use of the comparison principle for entropy solutions,
to proving the convergence to the given profile.

We suppose that the function g has two zeroes, and is positive in between. The role
of the term g can easily be understood by considering solutions of (1.1) independent of
the space variable x. The evolution is governed by the ordinary differential equation

f =»(!/)■ (1.2)
Every set, such that g(s) = 0, is a constant solution of (1.1). The stability character
of such solutions (with respect to Eq. (1.2)) depends on the sign of g near s. In our case
the smaller zero is unstable, while the other is stable.

The assumption on the sign of the function g is not essential for our analysis. On
the contrary, the hypothesis on the number of zeroes of g is important. Such choice is
suggested by the analysis of balance laws with convex flux (see [18]). Indeed, under the
convexity assumption, it can be proved that the asymptotic behavior of the solution to
the Riemann problem is given by a pattern composed of some elementary waves. In the
case of two zeroes, the pattern is made of a single wave. Therefore, our choice of g should
(and does) give rise to a solution converging to a single wave as t —> +00.

Qualitative analysis of Eq. (1.1) gives information on the evolution of solutions when
the reactive phenomenon, sketched above, is coupled with the convective mechanism of
transport of the quantity u, represented by the flux function /. We will refer to these
kinds of equations as reaction-convection (RC).

Similar studies have been made for a long time for reaction-diffusion equations (RD),
both for the scalar case and for systems (see [26] and references therein). On the con-
trary, to the author's knowledge, the qualitative analysis of hyperbolic systems with a
nondissipative reaction term is still at the starting point.

In the scalar case, RD and RC equations have some features in common. Both prob-
lems exhibit the same property concerning heteroclinic travelling waves: once fixing the
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asymptotic states of the wave, there is a limiting speed, say cq, such that travelling fronts
exist if and only if the speed belongs either to (—00, Co], or [co, +00), depending on the
asymptotic states.

In [8] it was proved that the solution to a Riemann Problem for an RD equation
converges (in a certain sense) to a travelling profile with limiting speed. In this work we
prove an analogous result (Theorem 2.4) for RC equations.

Note that similar results on existence of travelling waves can be proved in the case
of the simultaneous presence of reaction, diffusion and convection (RDC equations). It
would be interesting, both from the point of view of mathematics and applications, to
give a more complete analysis for this problem, for example, concerning the large-time
behavior of solutions. Some new results on the subject are contained in [5].

Now we draw a sketch of the new results contained in this work. The precise statements
will be given in Sec. 2.

A typical question to be answered is the following. Let us consider an initial datum
for the Cauchy problem for (1.1) of Riemann type, with the two constant values given
by the two constant solutions of (1.1). How do these two different values of u interact?
That is: which is the behavior of the solution as time increases?

Following the results in the convex case, we look for the possible asymptotic profiles
as heteroclinic travelling wave solutions of (1.1). We prove that there exists an extremal
speed such that this kind of front exists if and only if the speed is either greater than
or smaller than this extremal value. Moreover, we exhibit the existence of such waves
in a constructive way. This permits us to have precise results on regularity and on the
structure of the jump set of the profiles.

Then we turn our attention to the large-time behavior. We prove, by the construction
of an appropriate family of entropy super- and subsolutions of (1.1), the convergence of
the solution of the Riemann problem to the travelling wave with extremal speed.

The plan of the paper is as follows.
In Sec. 2, we give the precise assumptions on the functions / and g and the statement

of the main results.
Section 3 is concerned with entropy travelling waves for (1.1). In order to prove

uniqueness of such profiles with a given speed, we need some results on entropy solution
of ordinary differential equations. Then we prove the existence for an appropriate choice
of speed.

The content of Sec. 4 is the proof of the result on asymptotic behavior of solutions.
We construct some useful supersolution by joining together different entropy solutions of
(1.1). Results on large-time profiles are consequences of comparison principles.

2. Mathematical framework and results. We consider the Cauchy problem

(2.1)I u(x, 0) = uq(x),

Here u is a real-valued function of the variables (x,t.).
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The initial data uq will be chosen with range in [0,1]; therefore, by the comparison
principle, the solutions to (2.1) will have the same property. This allows us to impose
assumptions on / and g just in the interval [0,1].

We make the following hypotheses on the functions / and g:

'fec([o,i]), /(o) = /'(o) = o,
30 = ao < a\ < • • • < an+\ = 1 such that / 6 C1([aj,a,+1]) and (F)
/' is either strictly monotone or constant in any interval (a;,a;+1);

g G Lip([0,1]), 5(0) = p(l) = 0, g{s) > 0 Vs G (0,1). (G)

Note that no assumption has been made on the multiplicity of 0 and 1 as zeroes of g.
Moreover, the hypotheses /(0) = /'(0) = 0 are not restrictive.

We denote with f'+(s) and f'_(s) the right, respectively, the left derivative of / at s.
It is well known (see [9]) that under assumptions (F) and (G) the Cauchy problem

has a unique entropy solution, i.e., for any positive ip 6 Cg°(M. x R+),

t~k\^ +sgn(u - k){f(u) - f{k))~
5xR+ (2.2)

sgn (u — k)g{u)ijj dxdt > 0 Vfc €

and
fh

ess lim / \u(x,t) — ua(x)\dx, —oo<a<b + oo.
J a

In the case of piecewise smooth solutions, formula (2.2) may be replaced by an easier
criterion. Let N € N and T, := {(7i(t),t) : t > 0} (i = 1,..., TV) be smooth curves in
R x R+. Then ueC'JRx ^+\Ufci F;) is an entropy solution of (1.1) if and only if

(i) u is a classical solution of (1.1) in K x R+\ Uili ^8;
(ii) for any t > 0, i = 1,..., N, the Rankine-Hugoniot condition holds:

= fjutW) -
dt u+ (t) - ur (t)

where uf(t) := lime^0+ u{t,^i{t) ±e);
(iii) for any t > 0, i = 1,..., N, the Oleinik condition holds:

(s-ur(t)) ^f(s) - ~-(t)(s - u~(t)) - f(u~(t))^J > 0 Vs &l(u~{t),u+{t)),

where l(a, b) := (min{a, b}, max{a, 6}) (a, b 6 R).
This criterion suggests we should look for travelling waves with a finite number of

possible jump points.
Definition 2.1. An entropy travelling wave for Eq. (1.1) is an entropy solution u =

u(x, t) of the form

u(x, t) = (j){x — ct), (2.3)
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where 0 is a monotone function belonging to C1(K\{^i,... ,£jv}) for some £1,... ,£n-
The function <j> is called the profile of the wave, and c is called the speed of the wave.

It follows at once from the previous criterion that a function u of the form (2.3) is an
entropy solution if and only if <j> satisfies the differential equation

~ C)<P' =

where it is regular and the Rankine-Hugoniot and Oleinik jump conditions hold at any
point (i = 1,...,7V). Moreover, we look for heteroclinic travelling waves, i.e., waves
satisfying the additional property

lim <£(£) = <A± G {0,1} with </>_ / <f>+. (2.4)
{—►±oo

This requirement is natural when considering the problem of interaction between two
constant states of the equation. The values (j>± are referred to as the asymptotic states
of the travelling wave </>.

Now we can state the result on existence of heteroclinic waves for (1.1).

Theorem 2.2. Let assumptions (F) and (G) be satisfied and let c* be defined by

c* := inf (2.5)
se(o,i] s

Then there exist heteroclinic travelling waves with = 0 and <fi+ = 1 if and only if
c < c*.

Moreover, fixing the speed c, the waves are unique (up to translations).

Note that the extremal speed c* depends on the function g, solely through the zeroes
0 and 1 and the sign of g in between. Moreover, since /'(O) = 0, c* < 0.

A similar result can be proved for heteroclinic waves with asymptotic states </>_ = 1
and <fi+ = 0. In this case we have existence if and only if the speed c is greater than or
equal to c*, where

/(s) ^ nc := sup —> 0.
s£(0,l] s

The proof of Theorem 2.2 is constructive. Thus, as a byproduct, we obtain a result
concerning the structure and the regularity of the waves. As stated below, there is a
critical speed separating continuous profiles from discontinuous ones.

Theorem 2.3. Let (F) and (G) hold.
Let Co := min{/4(s) : s € [0,1]} < c* and let <j>c be a travelling profile with <j>.g = 0,

(j>+ = 1, and speed c.
(i) If c < Co, then <pc £ C1(K).
(ii) If Co < c < c*, then (j)c G C(M\D) fl C1(E\C U D), where D and C are finite

disjoint sets.
Moreover, supp cj)c is bounded from below if and only if c = c* and

{either f(a) = c*cr for some a > 0,

or c* = 0 and f'/g £ L1(0, e) for some e > 0.
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Now we examine the qualitative behavior of entropy solutions of (2.1). In particular,
we analyze interaction between the two constant solutions of (1.1). To this end, we
consider the Riemann initial datum, given by

d, . fo ko,
u0 (x) := < (2.6)

II x > 0.

We make the following additional assumption:

{either /(er) = c*cr for some a > 0,

or c* = 0 and f'/g € Lx (0, e) for some £ > 0.

Note that if / is twice differentiate at 0, g'(0) exists and is nonzero, then assumption
(H) is satisfied.

As stated in Theorem 2.3, (H) holds if and only if the wave with speed c* has support
bounded from below.

In the convex case, since f(s)/s is increasing, c* = /'(0) = 0; in the concave case,
f(s)/s is decreasing and c* = /(1). These are exactly the speeds of the limiting profile of
the solutions to the Riemann problem in the corresponding cases. The following result
shows that the same behavior holds also in the nonconvex case.

Theorem 2.4. Assume (F), (G), and (H). Let uR = uR(x,t) be the entropy solution of
problem (2.1) with Uo given by (2.6) and let 0* = </>*(£) be the travelling profile for (1.1)
with asymptotic states = 0,</>+ = 1, speed c*, and supp</>* = [0, +oo).

Then, for any e > 0, there exists a set Ne such that
(i) meas Ne < e,

(ii)

t hm^ ||„«(. +cj,t) - </>*(•)IU°°(RVVe) = 0- (2-7)

If, in addition, 1 - G Lp(a, +oo) for some «el, then

lim ||uR(-,t) - (/»*(■ - c*f)||LP(R) = 0.
t—^ + 00

Finally, if f'(s) > 0 for any s £ (0,1], the convergence in (2.7) is uniform over K.

Hypothesis (H) is necessary in order to get (2.7). In fact, we can also prove that if
(H) does not hold, then the solution of problem (2.1), (2.6) converges to zero uniformly
in subsets of M bounded from above. The precise statement is the following.

Theorem 2.5. Assume (F) and (G). Let u = u(x, t) be the entropy solution of problem
(2.1), with uo < uR. Moreover, suppose f(s) > 0 for any s > 0 and f'/g £ L'(0,e) for
any e > 0.

Then

lim |K-,<)||l=o(_oo,m) = 0, VMS R. (2.8)£—► + 00 v '

Note that the assumptions of Theorem 2.5 imply that c* = /'(0) = 0. Thus the
solution cannot converge to an entropy travelling wave in the sense of Theorem 2.4.

This phenomenon can be read in the following way. Suppose f(s) ~ sa+1 and g(s) ~
for s £ (0,e) for some a,(3,e > 0. Then the assumptions of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied
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if and only if a < (3. Hence if 0, as a zero of g, is "strong" (i.e., its multiplicity /3 is
large) and the speed of propagation of small values of u, given by /', is "large" (i.e.,
the multiplicity a of 0 as zero of /' is small), then we cannot expect convergence to a
travelling wave, but to zero, since the convective term rapidly moves small values of u to
the right.

We conclude this section with some remarks on the multi-dimensional case. As noted
in [27], the analysis of multi-dimensional scalar conservation laws immediately leads one
to consider the nonconvex case for one-dimensional equations. Indeed, let us consider
the scalar equation

du
— (x, t) + Vx • F(w(x, t)) = s(w(x, t)), x e Rn, t > 0, (2.9)

where N E N and F : R —> R^ is given by the vector (Fi,..., Fn).
Given a unit vector k = (fci,...,fcjv) 6 C Rw, consider the Riemann initial

data for (2.9)

fo k • x < 0, ,
M(x, 0) = tt0(x) := < (2.10)

[1 k ■ x > 0,

where the dot • represents the usual scalar product in RA'.
In order to study the asymptotic behavior, it is natural to look for planar travelling

waves of (2.9), i.e., solutions of the form

u(x, t) = $(k • x — ct) (c G R),

with asymptotic states given by

lim $(£)=0, lim $(0 = 1. (2.11)
£—► — OC £—> + 00

Substituting (2.11) in (2.9), we get the ordinary differential equation for the profile <£:

$' = <?(<£).

Thus the existence problem for travelling profiles for (2.9) is the same for the one-
dimensional equation

du df(u)
ai + -a^'g{u)

with flux
N

f{s)-.= YJhFi{s) = F{s)- k. (2.12)
i= 1

Hence no convexity assumptions on the functions Fi may lead to convexity properties of
the function / given by (2.12).

Our results on existence of entropy travelling waves can be easily applied to obtain
existence of planar travelling waves for the multi-dimensional case in any direction k
such that the function /, defined in (2.12), satisfies (F).
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The critical speed obviously depends on k, and precisely is given by

. f F(s) - F(0) ,Ck := ml  • k.
«e(o,i] s

Now we turn our attention to the large-time behavior of the solution of the Riemann
problem (2.9), (2.10). The symmetry of the initial data suggests constructing the solution
as follows. Let uR be the solution of the one-dimensional Cauchy problem:

T% + n£1=9(v), (M)eRx R+,
0 x < 0,
1 x > 0,

i>(;r,0) =

with / as in (2.12). It is easy to see that the unique entropy solution of (2.9), (2.10), say
uu = Wk(xi0> can be written as

itk(x, t) = uR{k • x, t).

Applying the results on convergence to travelling profiles of uR, we get the convergence of
the solution ttk to the travelling planar wave having profile $ with speed Ck and support

[0, +00).

3. Entropy travelling waves. In this section we establish some results on existence
and local structure of entropy travelling waves for (1.1). We consider possibly discontin-
uous solutions of ordinary differential equations satisfying Rankine-Hugoniot and Oleinik
conditions at the jump points. Precisely, the profile 0 of a travelling wave is such that
for an appropriate choice of £1,...,

(a) if £ ^ {£i,--.,6v}, then

if (HO) - c)<P'(0 = g(4>(0);
(b) if £ e {£i,...,6v}, then

c(4>r -4>') = /W>r)-/W>'),
(8 - <l>l)[f(s) - c(s - 4>l] - f{4>1)} >0, Vs e 1(0', <f>r),

where 4>l := lim£^0+ </>(£ ~ £) and 4>r '■= lim£^0+ 0(£ + e)-
These properties suggest the following definition.
Definition 3.1. A function ip ■ I = Is{€0) := {£ G R : |£ - £o| < —> R piecewise

C1 is an entropy solution of the ordinary differential equation

(f'W-W = g{$), (3-1)
if

(i) for any £ € /, such that there exists J = /,,(£) C I with ip 6 Eq. (3.1) is
satisfied;

(ii) for any £ g /, such that ip £ C1 (/,,(§)) for any 77 > 0,

c = a(xpr,xpl) (RH)
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where

( f (•>!:;f'f1) ;f nijr / M

\/'Or) if ipr = i>1,

and

(V - ipl){f(s) - [c(s - ipr) + f(tpr)}} >o Vs e i(ipl,ipr), (O)

where J(a, 6) := (min{a, 6}, max{a, 6}).
An entropy solution of (3.1) defines locally an entropy solution of (1.1) by

u(x, t) := ifi(x — ct) for x — ct £ o)- (3-2)

Conversely, if u is a piecewise smooth entropy solution of (1.1) of the form (3.2), then if)
is an entropy solution of (3.1).

In the following lemma, we assume g > 0. This hypothesis guarantees uniqueness of
the entropy solution of (3.1). We will apply these properties to obtain uniqueness of
profiles of travelling waves.

It follows at once from the classical theory for ordinary differential equations that
there exists locally a unique classical solution of (3.1) such that ^(£0) = i>o if /'(V'o) 7^ c
(£0 € M). A detailed analysis of the integral curves of (3.1) shows that, if f'(ipo) = c,
there is no local solution to the same problem. Thus the possibility of having a global
solution is due to the fact that it may be discontinuous.

Lemma 3.2. Let if) be an entropy solution of (3.1) in I := (£1,^2) such that ip €
CHAUo}) for some £0 € I-

Then, if /!(s) > c, for s in a left neighborhood of V'fe—), the solution ip is uniquely
determined by ifj(£2 — ) and it is monotone.

Proof. If ip G C1 (I), the statement is a consequence of the classical theory for ordinary
differential equations.

Let ip £ C1(I). Set V,± := ip{€o ± 0). Then ifi+ is uniquely determined by V'fe-)•
Since fL(s) > c at the left of ip is increasing in (^01^2)- Then f'(s) > c for any

s 6 {ip+, ip(£,2—))■ The value ip~ belongs to S, where

S := {a € [0, ip+] : f{a) = f(ip+) + c(a - ip+), f(s) > f(tp+) + c(s — ip+) Vs E (a, ip+)}.

Note that S 7^ 0 since ip+ € S.
Let do := min<S. Then ijj~ = ctq. Indeed assume, by contradiction, if)~ £ <S\{(Jo}. By

definition of S, in a neighborhood of ip~, either (f'(s) — c)(s — ip~) > 0 for s > , or
f(s) = cs + constant. In both cases such an / does not define if) in any left neighborhood
of 6- □

Next we turn our attention to the construction of travelling waves.

Lemma 3.3. Given a compact set K C M, a function / € Lip(if) with Lipschitz constant
L and a constant c6R, set

fc(x) := min (f{y) - cy) + cs, Vx € K.
y>x,y£K

Then the function fc satisfies the following properties:
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(i) for any X\,X2 € K such that X\ < x2, it follows that

c(x2 -xi)< fc{x2) - fc{x 1) < max{L, c}(x2 - xi);

(ii) for any x G A', fc(x) < f(x).

Note that property (i) of Lemma 3.3 implies that the function fc(x) — cx is monotone
increasing.

Proof, (i) Let x\,x2 € K be such that Xi < x2. By definition of fc, we get

fc(x2) - fc{x 1) = min(f(y) - cy) - min(/(y) - cy) + c(x2 -xi) > c(x2 - xi).
y>x2 y>x 1

If miny>X2(/(y) — cy) = miny^(/(y) — cy), the conclusion follows. If this is not the
case, then

fcfa) - /c(xi) < /(x2) - min (/(y) - cy) - cx 1

= /(x2) - f(z) +c(z-x 1) < L(x2 - 2) + c(z - Xi),

for some 2: € [xi,x2] fl iiT. Taking the maximum with respect to z,

/c(x2) - fc(x\) < max{L, c}(x2 - xx).

(ii) By definition of /c,

/c(x) - cx = min(/(y) - cy) < /(x) - cx.
y>x

This proof is complete. □
The main idea in the construction of the travelling wave is to replace the flux function

/ with the function fc. The monotonicity of fc(s)—cs permits us to construct the inverse
of the profile of the wave. This function turns out to be regular and monotone; thus,
after an inversion, it gives the desired travelling wave.

In order to prove the result on the regularity of the wave and of the structure of the
set of jumps, we need some more information on the function fc.

Lemma 3.4. Let / and fc be as in Lemma 3.3. Let xo £ K be such that /c(x0) < /(x0)
and let I be the connected component of {x e K : /c(x) < /(x)} containing x().

Then

/c(x) - cx =/c(x0) - cx0, Vx G I.

Proof. Let J := {x € / : fc(x) — cx = fc(x0) — cxo}. Then J is a closed set in I. We
claim that J is also an open set in I.

Assume, by contradiction, that this is not the case. Then there exist x* € J and
x„ ^ J (n £ N) such that x„ —> x* as n —> 00. Then

fc(x*) - c(x*) = fc(x0) - cx0, /c(x„) - c(xn) ^ /c(x0) - cx0 (Vn).

Assume xn < x* for any n (the general case is similar). Since /c(x) — cx is an increasing
function,

min (/(y) - cy) = /c(xn) - cxn < /c(x*) - cx* = min(/(y) - cy).
y>xn y>x*
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Then, for any n G N, there exists zn G [xn,x*) such that f(zn) — czn = minv>Xn(f{y) ~
cy), implying f{zn) = fc(zn). Passing to the limit as n —> oo, it follows that f{x*) =
fc(x*), contradicting the assumption x* G I.

Since J is both closed and open in I, the conclusion follows. □

Lemma 3.5. Let / and fc be as in Lemma 3.3 with K = [0,1]. Suppose that / satisfies
(F). Finally, let I = (si,s2) be such that

fc(s) = fc(si) + c(s - Si) (3.3)

for any s G / and such that (3.3) is false for any open set J containing I.
Then
(i) /c(s2) = /(s2) and, if Si ^ 0, fc(si) = /(si);
(ii) f'-(s2) <c< f+(s2)-,
(iii) a,; G [si, S2] f°r some i G {0,..., n — 1}.

Proof, (i) It is a consequence of Lemma 3.4, and of fc( 1) = /(1).
(ii) It follows that

f(s2) - cs2 = min(/(s) - cs).
S>S 1

Indeed, fc(s2) = /(s2) implies /(s2) - cs2 = mins>s2(/(s) - cs). Moreover, for any
a G [s 1, s2),

/(a) - ca> /C(cr) - cot = fc{s{) + c(cr - sj - ca

= fc(s 1) + c(s2 - Si) - cs2

= fc(s2) - cs2 = /(s2) - cs2.

Hence

/(s2) - cs2 = min (/(s) - cs).
sS[si,s2]

Since s2 is a minimum point for the function /(s) — cs, the conclusion follows.
(iii) Suppose by contradiction that a, ^ [si,s2] for any i. Then / G C1([3i,s2]). If

fc = f over all I, the result is obvious. Now suppose that there is s3 G (si, s2) such that
/c(s3) < /(S3). Then there are s4 and s5 such that Si < S4 < S3 < s5 < s2 and

/'(S4) = /(s3) ~ /(si) > /c(S3) ~ fcjsi) = C,
S3 - Si S3 - Si

\ /(«2)-/(s3) „ /c(s2) - /c(s3)
J (S5) =   <   = C.

S2 - «3 S2 - S3

Therefore, there exist S4 < S5 < S2 such that

/'(s4) > /'(s5) and /'(s5) < /'(s2).

Since /' is nonmonotonic in /, / has an inflection point at some so G I. Thus so =
for some i. □

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let c < c*.
By definition of fc, it follows that f'c(s) > c a.e.
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Therefore, given s0 G (0,1), the following function is well defined:

(*):= r*') C da, Vs € (0,1), (3.4)
Js0 git?)

and the derivative of H is
dE f'(s) - c

> 0 a.e.
ds g(s)

Set £0 := 2(0) and £i := S(l). Then

—< 0 < < +oo,

and

{£o > —oo if and only if G L1(0,e) for some e > 0,

£i < +oo if and only if G L1( 1 — e, 1) for some e > 0.

From hypothesis (F) and Lemma 3.5(iii), there exist at most finitely many intervals, say
[si, ii],..., [s^r, trf], such that

Next, we define the following multi-valued function:

m ■■=
0, £ < &>,
S_1(£), £o < £ < fi,
1, e>6-

m ==

If the function <j) is multi-valued at £ G (£o,£i)> then
N

2=1

Set
^:=H_1(si), i = 1,... ,N.

Then we define the profile <j> of the wave:
'0(0,

Si, £ • i 1,..., N.

If Si ^ ti, then <fi is discontinuous at and

0(£i —) = Si, </)(£tH~) = ti-
If Si = ti, then 0 is continuous at but not differentiable.

If s i U(si>*»)> then fcis) = /(«)• Thus,
= f'{4>) - c

ds g(<j>)

and (3.1) is satisfied.
If s G (Si,ti) for some i and sl ^ ti, the wave 0 is discontinuous. We have to check

that conditions (RH) and (O) hold.
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Let Si ^ 0. Then (RH) is a consequence of Lemma 3.5(i); indeed,

f(si) ~ f{U) = fcjsj) - fc{tj) = c
Si ti Si ti

Moreover, f(s) — /c(s) > 0. Since, for any s G {si,U), fc{s) = /(ii) + c(s — ti), we get

/(s) - /(*») - c(s -ti)> 0 Vs G (a,, tj),

that is, exactly (0).
Now suppose that s, = 0. Then c = c*. In fact, let c < c*. Then

/(s) — cs > 0 Vs € [0,1]. (3.5)

But, at ti, we have /(t,) = cit, that contradicts (3.5).
Thus, it remains to show that if c = c* and st = 0, the jump interval (Si,U) is

admissible. Condition (O) can be proved as in the case Si > 0. For the Rankine-Hugoniot
condition we have to check that

= fc{U) - fc{0) _ f(tj)
U- 0 U '

By Lemma 3.5(i), fc{U) = f{U); thus, we only have to show that fc(0) = 0. Since
fc{0) < /(0) = 0, it is enough to prove /c(0) > 0. Prom c < c*, we deduce cs < f(s)
for any s G [0,1]. Hence /c(0) = mins€[0il](/(s) - cs) > 0. Then /c(0) = 0 and the
conclusion follows.

Now we prove that for c > c*, there is no travelling wave with asymptotic states 0 and
1. On the contrary, let (f> be such an entropy travelling wave with speed c. By definition
of c*, there exists s € [0,1] such that

f(s) < cs. (3.6)

Let

s0 := inf{s G [0,1] : f(s) - cs = fc(0)}.

If so = 0, then f(t) — ct > 0 for any t > 0, contradicting (3.6). Hence So > 0. There
exists S > 0 such that

(f'{s)-c)(s-so)>0 Vs G Is(so)-

There is no local classical solution of (3.1) satisfying tp(£o) = So- Thus there is £o £ R
and si < So < S2 such that the wave (f> is discontinuous in £o and it has left and right
limits at £o the values si and S2 respectively.

Since /(s) — cs has minimum at so, condition (O) implies

f(si) ~ csi = f(s2) - cs2 = /(s0) - cso = min (/(s) - cs).
se[o,i]

From the definition of so, it follows that si = S(>. Then we get a contradiction from the
fact that the integral curves of (3.1) are decreasing at the left of £o; and thus <£(£) > so > 0
for any £ G R.

To prove uniqueness, first of all, let us suppose f'(s) < c in a left neighborhood of
1. Then (3.1) does not define an increasing function converging to 1 at +oo. Therefore,
there exists £o G R such that 0(£o~) < 1 = <K£o+)- Moreover, /'(s) < c in a left
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neighborhood of )• By Lemma 3.2, coming back from to — oo, we deduce that
the solution is uniquely determined by £o and the conclusion follows.

Let f'(s) > c in a left neighborhood of 1. If (fi = (f>(£) is regular for any £, uniqueness
is a consequence of the results for ordinary differential equations. Otherwise there is £o
such that (f> is discontinuous at £o- Then, applying Lemma 3.2, we obtain the uniqueness
of the profile. □

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let c < cq. Since

f'±(s)>c0 Vs e [0,1], (3.7)

it follows that fc = /. By (3.7) we deduce that for the function £, given in (3.4), it
follows that

§<»)>°, v».
Therefore, E is globally invertible and the travelling wave (j> belongs to C1(M).

If Co < c < c*, then there is a finite number of points, say £i,...,£jv, such that

0(£i ) , ^(£i~t~) ̂ii
with Si,ti given as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Set

C ■■= {& : Si = ti}, D := {£, : st ^ ti}.

Then <f> € C(R\D) n C1(M\C U D).
From the definition of (f>, we deduce that the support of 0 is bounded from below if

and only if £o = £(0) > —oo. This condition is equivalent to the following:

f' — c
— € L1(0,e) for some e > 0. (3.8)

9
Since g(0) = 0, this implies that f'c{0) = c. Hence si = 0 and c = c*.

Now there are two possibilities: either fc{s) = c*s for any s € [0, cr) for some a > 0
or /c(s) = /(s) for any s € [0, cr) for some a > 0. In the former case, (3.8) holds. In the
latter, c = c* = /^(0) = /'(0) = 0, and (3.8) is equivalent to

c* = 0, f'/geLl{ 0,e).

This completes the proof. □

4. Asymptotic behavior of solutions. This section is devoted to the proof of
Theorem 2.4. We always assume (F), (G), (H). Let us denote with uR the entropy
solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (2.6) and with /* the function fCt, defined in Sec.
3.

Moreover, let </>* be the heteroclinic travelling wave with <f>- = 0, <j>+ = 1, speed c*
and supported in [0, +oo). Let C U D = {£i < • • • < £#} with C and D as in Theorem
2.3. Finally set £n+i = +oc.

Our main tools in proving large-time behavior for the Riemann problem are compari-
son results for Eq. (1.1). For completeness, we recall these properties of entropy solutions
of balance laws (see [19]).
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Let us consider the following Cauchy problem:

ft + ^=S(«) in R x (0, T), ^
0) = uq(x) in R,

where T > 0, u0 e Lg"c(R).
Moreover, let us set

M± := |(|r| ± r), H±{r) := ±(sgnr ± 1).

Definition 4.1. A measurable function u is called an entropy supersolution of prob-
lem (4.1) if

(i)«eC(Rx(0,T));
(ii) for any nonnegative function ry £ Cq°(R x (0,T)) and k E R, it follows that

II
Rx(0,T)

[u - k\ - ^ + H_(u - k){f{u) - /0))|^

'}+H-(u — k)g(u)r} J- dxdt > 0;

(iii) for any interval (a, b) C R

ft,
ess lim / [u(x,t) — uo(x)]-dx = 0.

J a

An entropy subsolution of problem (4.1) is defined by replacing #-(■) be H+(-) and [•]_
by [•]+ in (ii) and (iii).

Then the following comparison result can be proved.

Theorem 4.2 (Comparison principle). Let assumptions (F) and (G) be satisfied. If u
(resp. u) is an entropy subsolution (resp. supersolution) of problem (4.1) and if

u(x,0) < u(x,0) a.e. in R,

then

u(x,t) < u{x,t) a.e. in R x R+.

Since we want to construct some explicit supersolution u of (1.1), we proceed by
considering some additional assumptions on the function u.

First of all, let u = u(x,t) be a classical C1 solution of (1.1) in R x R+\r where
F := {(7(t),t) : t > 0} and 7 is regular. Then by Definition 4.1, u is a supersolution if
and only if

7'(t)([u+ - s]_ - [w_ - s]_) > i/-(u+ - s)[f(u+) - f(s)} - H-(u_ - s)[/(u_) - /(s)],

for any s G J(u+,u_) and for any t > 0, where u± := lim£^0+
If we suppose further that < u+ for any t > 0, we get that u is a supersolution if

and only if

f{s) > Y(t)(s - u_) + f(u-), Vs € [u-,u+], t > 0. (4.2)
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Let (fi* be the unique entropy travelling wave with asymptotic states </>_ = 0, 0+ = 1,
speed c* and supp0* = [0 + oo). We define, locally in time, a family of supersolutions
with the above structure, where 7 is an affine function. We set

\r< / u\ x < kt + y,V{x,t;y,k):= i (4.3)
(1, x > kt + y,

with 1,1:6 1 and y, t > 0.
Let K be defined by

K(s):= inf '/((7)~/(s), s G [0,1). (4.4)
<t£(s,1] G — S

Proposition 4.3. Let y > 0 be such that c* < A'(0*(y)). Given k € (c„, A"(0*(?/))),
then the function u{x,t) := V(x,t-,y,k) is an entropy supersolution of (1.1) in (0, T) x M
with

T = T(y,k) := sup{i > 0 : Vr < t, K(<j>l) > k} > 0, (4.5)

where 0' := 0*(y + (k — ct)t).

Proof. For the family of functions defined by (4.3), condition (4.2) becomes

f(s) > k(s - <j>i) + /(04J Vse[0t,l].
Therefore, V = V(x,t;y,k) is a supersolution if and only if, for any t e (0,T),

k < This immediately leads to (4.5).
To complete the proof we have to show that, under the assumptions of Proposition

4.3, T = T(y,k) > 0. We do this by proving that if c* < k < A'(0*(y)), then there exists
£0 > 0 such that K(<pl) > k for any t € (0, in).

On the contrary, there is a decreasing sequence {tn} such that

lim tn = 0 and A(0*n) < k Vn.
n—>+00

From the definition of A" (see formula (4.4)), we get that there is a subsequence of {tn}
(for simplicity we again denote it by {£„}) such that either

Mi") = K (0<") Vn (4.6)
or

(4?)

for some an > 0*".
If (4.6) holds, as n —> +00, we obtain the following contradiction:

K(4>*{y)) < f'+(4>*(y)) < k < K{<f>*(y));
in fact, K(s) > /+(s) and f'+ is right continuous.

If (4.7) is true, then we can take a subsequence such that, for some <jq, limn_^+oc an =
00. Then

f{<t>tn)-f{vn) \ll^'0 if(Jo ¥=Mv),lim l  1 K n> = J
I f+(4>*(y)) if ctq = 4>*{y)-n >-)-oc (ht n - a
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Hence

K(Mv))< lim /(^I)~/(CTra) <k<K(My))■
n-^+oo (j)n _ Gn

The proof is complete. □

Lemma 4.4. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 4.3. Let y G (£i,&+i) with i G
{1,..., n}. Then

lim y + (k- c*)T(y, k) = £i+i.
k^cf

Proof. Given £ G R, let a > Then /*(</>*(£)) — /(0*(0) and

/(«■) - f(M0) ^ M°) - MMO) ̂  „ w_ _ ^ —777  >   —   c* Va ><?~MO o-<?*{.£,)
This implies that

K{M0) >c* e R.
If c* < if(0*(£)), then /'(<£*(£)) > c«. Suppose, by contradiction, that </>*(£) = Sj for
some i. Then there would exist some ^ > s, such that

c* =f{ti) -f{Si) > Km)) > c*.
U - Si

If c* = K{4>*(£)), then either /'(</>*(£)) = c* or there is a > </>*(£) such that

/(cr) = f(M0) + c*(°" - MO)-
In the first case, 0* = st for some i. In the latter,

f*(a) - c*a < MMO) - c*0*(O-
By monotonicity of /»(s) - c,s we obtain that

Ms) = MMO) + c*(s - MO) (MO,*),
and </>*(£) = Si for some i.

Therefore,

<j>*(0 ¥= si Vi if and only if /C(0*(£)) > c*. (4.8)

Now let {fcj} be a sequence converging to c* from the right as j —> +00 such that

lim y + (kj - c*)T(y, kj) = Z,
j->+oo

for some z. Since, for any t < T, < y < y + (kj — c*)T'(y, fcj) < &+1, we have

£i <U < z < £j+i. (4.9)

If K(<j)t(z)) > c», arguing as in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we can choose k G
(c*,K(<j>*(y))) and <0 > 0 such that

T(y, k) +G {i > 0 : Vr < t > k},

contradiction the definition of T(y,k). Thus K(<f>*(z)) = c*.
From (4.8) we get that z = £,• for some j. Since (4.9) holds, z = £i+i. □
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Lemma 4.5. Let the assumptions of Proposition 4.3 be satisfied. Let y be such that
4>* € C1([y,+oo)). Then there exists fc* > c* such that

lim T(y, k) = +oo.
k—*kt

Moreover, if /'(1) ^ c*, then k* > c*.

Proof. First of all we prove that the function T = T(y,k) is decreasing with respect
3 d(

</>*'' := <t>*(y + {k ~ c*)t).

to k. Hereafter, to emphasize the dependence on k, we denote with </>* * the following:

Moreover, set

Tk := {t > 0 : Vr < t K(^'T) > k}.

Let c* < fci < k2 < K(<j)*(y)).
Let t G Tkn. We will show that t € Tko. Given r <t, since </>* is an increasing function,

fOM = ^0,k2 < pM < ^r,fc2_

Then there exists 0 < r such that .
Since t G %,2 and 9 < r, we have K(cp^k2) > k -2 > k\. Hence K((fri'kl) > k\. Then we

obtain 71-2 C Tkl and

T(y,k2) <T{y,kx) iffc2</cx. (4.10)

Now suppose y is such that </>* € C1([y,+c«)).
If there is k > c* such that T(y,k) = +oo, the conclusion follows from (4.10) by

defining kt := sup{A; > c* : T(y, k) = +oo}.
Suppose that T(y, fc) < +oo for any k > c*. We show that in this case /'(1) = c*. For

any fc there exist tk < T(y,k) and Tfc < tk such that K((plk' ) < k. Therefore,

t (4.ii)

Now we pass to the limit as fc —» c+ on a sequence such that lim (plk 'k = for some
If (/>f < 1, then

~ s-<t>?

Moreover, since </>* is regular in [y, +oo),/(s) = /*(s) for any s > cp^'. Hence

^ /4s) - /*(C) ^c* >  —  > c*.
s-<Pf

Then

/*(«) = /*(<#f) +c*(s - <^°) Vs >(/>?,

and 4>* would be discontinuous. This contradicts the hypothesis on cj)*. Thus <p™ = 1.
Moreover, from (4.13) with s = 1, and passing to the limit, we get c* > /'(1). Since

</>* is C1 at +oo, /'(1) > c*. Therefore, /'(1) = c*.
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To complete the proof, we have to show that, if /'(1) = cc* and T{y, k) < +00 for any
k > c*, then

lim T(y, k) = +00.
k^ct

Suppose by contradiction that

lim T(y,k) = T* < +00.
k^ct

Then for any k > c*, there is Tk G [T(y, fc), 2T„) such that

k > ) Vs > (4.12)

Let k —> c*. Then there are two cases: either there exists a sequence {kj} such that

lim rk >0;
j —» + oo

or

In the first case,

lim Tfe = 0.
k—*ct

lim
j—>+oc

hence, by (4.12), c* > K(4>*(y)), which contradicts the choice of y.
In the second case, we get

lim T(y, k) = 0,
k-^d

from which we deduce T(y, k) = 0 for any k. This contradicts the positivity of T(y, k),
stated in Proposition 4.3. Hence T* = +00. □

Proof of Theorem 2-4- We construct an appropriate set of supersolutions of the type

(4.5).
Let 77 and k be such that

0 < 77 < £i+i — & and c* < k < + 77)), i = l,...,N.

Next we define

Vi(x,t) := V(x + S1,t;^1 +rj,k), (4.13)

Vi(x, t) :=V fx - c* ̂  Tj + Sj, t; & + rj,k \ , /, G [0, Tt], i = 2,...,N, (4.14)

where

Ti := T(& +T7,fc), z = l,...,iV,
<5o := V,

Si+1 := ^ + fi+1 —£i-(k- c*)Tt i = 1,..., N - 1.
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The definition of <5, leads to
i

0 < <5i+i = r] + ^{£i+i — {£j + (k — c*)Tj}}
j=i
N-l

<SN = Nt]+J2 Uj+1 - + V + (k - c*)Tj]}.
3 = 1

Then, applying Lemma 4.4,

lim lim <5^ = 0, i — 1,..., N.
v^o+ k^ct

From (4.13) and (4.14) it follows that

u*(x) < Vi(i,0) Vx G M,

Vi{x,Ti) < Vi+i(x,0) V® GR, Vi = 1,...,JV- 1.

By the comparison principle (Theorem 4.2) applied to uR{x,t) and V\(x,t) we get the
following:

uR(x,t) < V\(x,t) a.e. in R, Vt G [0,T\\.

Thus

ur{x,Tx)<V1(x,T1)<V2(x,0).

Now we use Theorem 4.2 once again to obtain

uR(x, T\ + t) < V2(x, t) a.e. in R, Vi G [0, T2].

By applying n times the comparison principle, we derive

/ n-l \

uR I x, Tj + t 1 <Vn(x,t) a.e. in R, G [0, Tn]. (4-15)

Moreover, since uR(x) > 0*(x),

4>*(x — c*t) < uR(x, t) a.e. in R, \/t G [0, +00). (4-16)

Given e > 0, let us set

N

Ne'- U(& 4N^i +an)1
2=1

then meas iVe = e/2.
From formulas (4.15) and (4.16), we obtain

(N-l
y + c*£, t — Tj } — (4.17)

for almost any y G R and for any t G SjLi Tj]-
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Prom (4.14) we get

4>*{y + <5jv) - <t>*{y), y<{k-c^)t,
4>*{y), y>(k-c*)t.

Given 6 > 0, we can choose r] = rj(0) and k = k(0) such that

sup 10»(y + <Jjv) ~~ 4>*(v)\ < e-
K \N€

Moreover, since the function 1 — <fi*(y) decreases monotonically to zero as y —> +oo, there
is to = io(r?, k) such that

1 - <t>*[y) < 1 - - c*)t) < 9 My > {k — c*)t, (4-18)

for any t > to.
Coming back to (4.17), we deduce that

ess sup |uR{y + c*t,t) - 4>*{y)\ < 0, (4.19)
K\NC

for any t > to.
If Tn = +oo, passing to the limit as t —» +oo, we get the conclusion. In the case

Tn < +oo for any k < c», the same estimate follows from Lemma 4.4. In fact, it implies
that

lim yTfi = +oo.
fc—c+

Thus, we can choose k sufficiently close to c* in such a way that (4.18) holds. Prom
(4.19) we get (2.7).

To prove //-convergence note that, by (4.17),

(k—c*)t
l{-,t)-</>*(•-c*t)||£p(R) < [ \<j>*(y + Sn) - 4>*{y)\p dy

J — oo
r+oc

+ / (1 - <t>*{y))pdy.
J (k — c*)t

It follows, by properties of 0*, that

/
14>*{y + <*) - <t>*{y)\p dy = 6\<t>,(+oo) - 0*(-oo)|p = 6.

Therefore,
r+oo

\\uR{-,t) -M-- c*t)\\pLt>m <6n+ / (1 - My))pdy.

For any e > 0, choose k such that 5n < e/2. Then there exists to = t0(s, k) such that
f + OO

[ °° (i -My))pdy<£-.
J (k—c*)t *

Therefore,

||wfl(-) - M- - c^)IIlp(R) < e W > f0-ILP(R)

The proof is complete. □
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Next we prove Theorem 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. By assumptions, c* = 0 and /' is strictly increasing in [0, ai].

Then there exists eq £ (0,ai) such that for any e G (0,eo), there is h£ G (0, /'(e)) such
that

f(s) > f(e) + hE(s-e) Vs > e. (4.20)

In fact, suppose by contradiction that for any <5 > 0 there exists e € (0,(5) such that for
any h G (0,/'(e)) there is Sh,E such that

f(sh,£) = f{e) + h(sh>e - e). (4.21)

Let H(s) := f(s) - /(e) - h(s - e). Then H(e) = 0, H'{e) > 0, H"(e) > 0. Hence
H(s) > 0 for any s G (e, a\\ and Sh,e > ai-

Let hn be a sequence converging to zero as n —> +oo, and let sn := Shn,e- Then
(taking a subsequence if needed) sn converges to some se > a\ as n —> +oo. For such an
s£ we deduce, from (4.21), f(se) = /(e), with e € (0,6), se > a\.

Letting S —> 0, we deduce that there exists so > a\ such that /(so) = /(0), which
contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore (4.20) holds.

Now, given e G (0,£o), we define

rM*) f>(s)I 9(s)
ds = x,

and

4>e{x), x < het,
VeixJ) =

1, x > het.

Since (4.20) holds, the function Ve proves to be an entropy supersolution of problem (2.1)
with uq < Uq for any e £ (0,£o).

Then, for any M € R,

IIu('>0IIl~(-oo,M) — 11^ (') ̂ ) IIL°°(—oo,M)
< IIVe(;t)HLco^00iM)=<l>e(M) Vt >

Since f'/g is not integrable at 0, we deduce that

lim <j>AM) = 0.
£—>0

Thus, for any e > 0, there is TE = M/he such that

IK-,0IU°°(-oo,M) > e \/t>Te.
This completes the proof. □
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